Designing Health Data Management Systems: Learning From Prominent Worldwide Applications
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Abstract

Living in a world of data, we need to use data wisely and manage it efficiently, as well as never get lost into it, especially in the field of health care. The design of health data management systems is a critical factor.

From applications in different fields, we have chosen three that are characteristic of good data management and that may inspire better design of health data management systems: visualize data by mind mapping, track data by timeline, and increase interactivity by “check-in” function.

Introduction

Worldwide, 2.5 quintillion bytes of data are produced every day. Indeed, 90% of the data in the world today was created in the last 2 years alone [1]. We are living in the “big data” century, and we expect to make decisions based on data, especially in the field of health care. However, we still lack practical ways to realize it.

These days, we are not short of information, but we lack ways to manage it wisely. Every minute, new smartphone applications, special sensors for medical use, health care devices, etc. are launched. We can obtain data so much more easily than before [2]; despite this, we hardly know much more than before by the data management systems existing, because it can be difficult to know where to focus on.

Comparing existing health data management systems, it is common for data to burst into view on the screen after one simple click [3]. Suddenly, all the important information is available; we read it carefully and try our best not to leave any of it out. In health care, there is a trend to consider that the available data is inadequate to determine the perfect physical condition. Because of that, we have focused on gaining access to more data, but we have not concentrated on effective management of the data. However, if we cannot see anything further by effective management [3], not to mention making decisions based on the large quantity of information at our fingertips, we will fall into a vicious circle: getting lost into big health data and gaining access to more data, over and over again.

Examples of effective data management

Three distinctive and inspiring examples of effective data management provide valuable insights into the subject.

Example 1: Mind mapping. Blue Button is a program that allows users to view their personal health records online and download them [4]. Several U.S. federal agencies have implemented this capability for their beneficiaries.

Research has shown a high self-reported impact of the Blue Button among current users: 73.3% reported that it helps them understand their health history better because all the information is in one place, 72.2% reported that it helps them monitor their laboratory results better, and 67.9% reported that it makes it easier for them to give others important information about their health [5]. Most of Blue Button’s users are in the United States.

Blue Button’s data visualization is one of the factors that make it stand out. It can be considered to be an application of mind mapping that shows potential in medicine information management [6]. The user’s first sight of the Blue Button website is not of trivial data but of the system of records showing an overview of the available information and helping the users become aware of how the data are used [7]. Keywords and short explanations work well when users try to extract information from their personal records.

Mind mapping is a well-established teaching and learning method that involves drawing diagrams to visualize and organize information [8]. A central concept, drawn as a simple illustration, is linked with representations of associated ideas, along with images, keywords, and short explanatory phrases. Each major idea is connected directly to the central concept, and sub-ideas form branches [9]. In general, mind mapping is used as a tool that helps the user connect new information meaningfully with their existing knowledge and as a memory aid [10]. Data presentation using a mind map requires the careful design of keywords, short explanations, and simple illustrations in various colors. Its unique appearance and visual appeal, mind mapping works in a similar way to the human brain when recalling and remembering information, making the information simpler to understand.

Besides, Mind mapping has been used for online health records, and for disseminating new information among patients and medical staff [11]. A study demonstrates that mind mapping can be easily taught to medical students who have no previous background in mind mapping.
This finding suggests the strength of mind mapping even after a single, 30-minute introductory session in promoting critical thinking in the novice learner, and supports the notion of adult learner capability [12].

Example 2: Use of a timeline. Elevate is a smartphone application that is a cognitive training tool designed to build communication and analytical skills. Members are provided with a personalized game-based training program that is adjusted over time based on performance. It can also be seen as part of PHRPersonal Health Records system with a mobile application version [13]. Elevate can be downloaded for free on both Apple Android smartphones; this allows wide usage, but it is not easy to use by non-English-speaking individuals.

A notable feature of Elevate is that it puts different kinds of data in one timeline, and uses different colors represent brain functions trained by the application. Various kinds of data organized in colors by timeline, which ensures the user can check all the functions by date. Organizing different kinds of data independently and checking them in the timeline together makes data management more flexible. This is important because in PHRs, the timeline can range from days to months and years and even a lifetime [14].

Using the timeline to track data is another reason for building a health care management system with interactive visualization. For example, the system requires tracking daily data regarding drug dosage, pulse rate, change of weight, etc. Checking everyday data according to a natural timeline ensures the data, including health data and clinical data, are properly collected [15]. Furthermore, a timeline could be used in intensive medicine for checking a patient's available medical history from the moment the patient is admitted into the Intensive Care Unit until discharge [16].

Timeline also shows potential in the analysis of drug interactions information. Health records in timeline have good longitudinal coverage of patient history, and thus are likely to provide an accurate measure on a particular drug combination among patients. 569 398 drug–drug–event combinations in a research have been published [17]. The first step of mining clinical records is to structure data in timeline.

However, to use a timeline to handle long-term data, we first need to extract the temporal relationships among the clinical records, stored as computer code and unstructured free text [18].

Example 3: Check-in function. Shanbay is not a health care application but a foreign language learning application. It has gained tens of millions of users, providing a free smartphone application download and website personal accounts. The application only has a Chinese version and is therefore almost impossible to use in other countries.

Its check-in function merits attention. The check-in record is in a conspicuous position when the user signs into the website or opens the mobile application, so the user can see it immediately. The user can check in only after finishing all the learning tasks. The user is awarded additional points by checking in by day. Points can be exchanged for extra services. Users can also pay for points to get extra services they need. Furthermore, after checking in, users are encouraged to share their result on social networks and to friends by earning points. Hardworking users have built groups to supervise the daily check-in of each other.

In health care management, we often need to track everyday data, although this may not work in a supportive way when the data is input by the user. Interactive application with functions like "check-in" could increase the quality of health data self-management and self-control [19]. For instance, alarms could be set to remind users to input their daily record, and functions could be provided to allow health records to be shared with friends, families, doctors, and social networks.

User loyalty and interactivity is important in health care management. We have found that in self-learning applications and shopping websites, functions like "check-in" are normally used to improve the quality of their services. For instance, Duolingo, a language learning application has 10 million users around the world; Taobao, a shopping website of Alibaba Group, has 350 million active users by March 2015 [20]. They are using this kind of function to help users keep learning everyday or increase buying intention by registering the website frequently. It will enhance the health care management if we apply the functions like "check-in".

Discussion

A well-designed health care management system is not just for data collection, but also for using the large quantity of information collected to make decisions. In the "big data" century, we can never check all the details on health records. Using both logic-oriented and time-oriented methods to manage data are essential. Therefore, methods for gathering important information, such as mind mapping and the use of a timeline, which provide a good overview of all the data collected, would increase efficiency. Moreover, functions such as "check-in" may provide an opportunity to link with social networks and come onto the market.

Health care data management systems are expected to provide lifelong records, such as PHR, the electronic part of the health-related information about a person that includes diagnoses, medications, allergies, lab test results, and prescription renewals, which can be extracted from multiple sources. The use of PHR could potentially increase the efficiency of medical and health care services and reduce costs; but challenges still remain in the near future [21]. Security is one of the problems at issue. Health care data management system like PHR is a patient-centric model where it is expected that health information would be exchanged, with data possibly exposed to third-party servers such as cloud storage [22]. Another reason is that systems are not under the same security situation by using different EHR (Electronic Health Records) systems among hospitals. What's more, without standardized and unified security procedure, patient's data is possible to leak by unrelated staff in hospital.

The current health care systems are changing from professional centric to patient centric. In a well-designed system, individuals are equal to take part in managing their wellness [23]. Therefore, we need to simplify the management for public. Among applications in different fields, we found out 3 functions showing potential and inspiring, however, they have not been used together in health care management yet: using mind mapping makes management systematic and easy to understand; track data by timeline simplifies the interface and improve data readability; functions such as "check-in" hopefully increase user interactivity.

In the future research, security is always crucial in health care. Cooperate with professionals in different fields, such as medicine, engineering and law etc., would be important to build a secure system. It is also helpful in gaining crossover point of view in the study. For individual users, we focus on simplifying the interface and increasing readability, and for health care providers, data analytics is essential.
After designing a good system, using the data collected from individual users needs more attention, especially in the big data century, making decisions by analyzing the data is always fascinating. However, we still have a long way to go before seeking out more effective strategies for health care management.
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